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You'll buy her the most adorable pair of little cleats, and then she will probably want some socks and
shinguards too.
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The more soccer toys she collects, the more room it will take up. So you'll have to get her a soccer bag - with
her favorite number on it of course.
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She will probably spend hours tugging at your arm, begging you to go out in the yard and play soccer with her,
even though you may want to finally sit down and relax after the hectic day at work you've had. But of course,
you can't say no.
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If you give a girl a soccer ball, she will want some cleats to go with it.
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You will patiently teach her how to dribble and pass and shoot, as you see her face light up with every new
thing she learns. She will not want to go back in the house for dinner, no matter how much the light is fading
and she can barely see.

Eventually, the little toy soccer net you've been shooting on will get too small and she will want to see how
hard she can shoot a ball into a real-sized net with her new cleats and ball, and she will ask you to drive her to
the soccer field at your high school.
Bring on the grass stains and dirt and scrapes and bruises. It will be impossible to miss how happy she is on
this new territory. She will probably smile, and laugh and run around to the point of complete exhaustion and
not let you leave.
As she gets better at dribbling and shooting and passing, she will want friends to play this new favorite game
with. Then you will get this girl a jersey. And when a girl gets a jersey, she will want a TEAM...

And then life as you know it will change...
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There will be no more lazy weekends watching ESPN or taking trips to the beach. Every minute of your time
will be spent hauling soccer balls and cones and orange slices and coolers and stinky cleats and cars filled
with little giggling girls all over the place to play soccer.
Your car will be transformed from a neatly kept, freshly washed car to a mud-stained, grass-clippings-filled
vehicle. And your house may be a mess. And the laundry will be never end. And your shoe basket may pile up
to the ceiling. And it's all because you gave a girl a soccer ball.

Your weekends will be spent in the blazing hot sun or the frozen tundra on a fold up chair. And her weekends
will be spent gaining confidence, learning new skills and making new friends.

Her smile will grow bigger and bigger. And each year she plays with that soccer ball, she will get better and
better. Her love for the game and her inner strength will grow right along with her jersey size.
And you will be there the day she scores her first goal or makes her first big save. And she will make you
proud. So proud that you will get her and her teammates ice cream and tell all your co-workers all about it.
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And right before your eyes, that little girl will be transformed into a soccer playing animal, who ignored a
Barbie Doll a long time ago, simply because you handed her that soccer ball once upon a time.
When you give a girl a soccer ball, you give her so much more than just a ball. You give her a dream and a
place to learn about life. A field that teaches her she can be anything she wants to be. That she can push her
limits and have the confidence to face anything life throws at her. And she will be the luckiest girl with all of
these things, simply because you gave a girl a soccer ball.

Then one day, many years from today, she will come home to visit you and find that old soccer ball in the
corner and her framed jersey under some boxes. And she will pick it up and realize instantly that when you
gave that girl a soccer ball, you also gave her a childhood that she would never forget. She will hug you, and in
that moment you will realize that everything you gave up along the way, was worth it.
All because you gave a girl a soccer ball...

Inspired by: http://softballisforgirls.com/2016/04/12/if-you-give-a-girl-a-jersey/
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